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Social care funding: Has
the government got it right?
Leonid Shapiro of Candesic examines what the latest
government legislation means for the social care sector

M

uch has happened
in 2015 for care
home operators as
the government
made
three
major regulatory
changes. Two of
them, the national living wage (NLW)
and additional funding announced in
the autumn statement, directly impacts
operators. The third, postponing elements
of the new Care Act until the next
parliament, done to not further stress local
authority (LA) finances, is perhaps only a
stay of execution for the sector.
While the delay of elements of the
Care Act may seem like a non-event, the
other two changes are fundamental to the
industry. The NLW will see costs for the
lowest paid workers rise by 7.5% in April
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and 34% by 2020 (CAGR 6%). Compare
this to 1%-1.5% fee rate increases in recent
years and it is obviously bad news for care
home operator margins, many of which
are already at operators’ costs of capital.
Many operators will be forced to exit the
sector if funding isn’t increased.
But help is on its way. George Osborne
announced a 2% council tax precept in
his autumn statement to be channelled to
adult social care and a further £1.5 billion
addition to the Better Care Fund which
can be used by LAs to assist in social care
funding (although it is unclear how much
of the latter money is ‘new money’). Many
commentators have said this is not enough.
Indeed, it is unclear how many LAs will
take the full 2% precept and whether LAs
will channel this entirely to adult social
care, as they can shift non-ring fenced parts

of the social care budget to other uses. But
we think that cash-strapped councils (and
most are) will find it difficult to take the
extra 2% in April.
So what does this mean for the sector
and individual operators? Candesic
conducted an in-depth analysis of this
impact at a local level. Our conclusion,
surprisingly, was that on the whole, the
sector will have sufficient funding from
the combined impact of the NLW and the
autumn statement announcements through
to the end of the Parliament. However, we
also found that this impact may not be
evenly distributed, with some LAs having
a surplus while others a deficit.
Our analysis compares the additional
costs LA-supported residents create for
providers through the introduction of the
NLW with the additional funding available
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FIGURE 1: ASSUMPTIONS AND RATIONALES OF CANDESIC MODEL

Category

Assumptions

Rationale

2% Precept

• All LAs take the 2% precept in April
2016
• Half of the additional funding from the
2% will be allocated to elderly care in
each LA
• Half of the additional funding for older
people (i.e. 25% of the 2% increase in
council tax) will go towards care homes
• LA will pump all monies raised from the
2% into adult social care (i.e. they will
not reduce existing funding).

-- Precept is a relatively easy way to raise funding
without significant political ramifications (i.e. it’s a
good excuse to raise taxes)
-- Nationally, roughly half of adult social care
funding is for over-65s
-- Nationally, roughly half of elderly social care costs
are paid to care homes
-- It will be politically sensitive to effectively channel
funds to something else besides where they were
intended, even if it can legally be done.

Staff costs

• Staff costs accounts for 65% of
revenues of a typical operator
• Half of an operator’s staff costs will be
impacted by the NLW
• Resident acuity level does not change
over the next 4 years
• Inflation is 2% per year over the next 4
years.

-- This is the staff costs as a proportion of revenues
for a typical for-profit operator
-- Nurses make up a significant portion of staff costs
even though they are fewer in number than carers;
in some parts of the country, carers are already
paid above the NLW, although some knock on
affects to keep wage differential can be expected)
-- While some acuity changes should be expected, it
will be small over 4 years
-- Target level set by the government.

Operator analysis

• Operator impact is weighted by number
of beds in each
• No provision made for beds filled with
privately funded residents

-- Beds best available driver of staff costs
-- Data not readily available

Source: Candesic analysis
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FIGURE 2: CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF COUNCIL TAX SOCIAL CARE PRECEPT AND NLW
May 2016 – April 2017

May 2016 – April 2020
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Source: Candesic analysis

FIGURE 3: POLITICAL CONTROL OF MOST AFFECTED LOCAL AUTHORITIES
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FIGURE 4: TOTAL NEGATIVE IMPACT OF
COUNCIL TAX AND SOCIAL CARE PRECEPT
May 2016 – April 2020
as % of LA expenditure on elderly residential/nursing care
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through the 2% council tax precept. The
result of this analysis is shown in figure
2, both in 2016-17 and in the last year of
parliament in 2019-20.
What is interesting is that 71% of LAs are
in surplus in 2016-17 but only 2% are in
surplus in 2019-20. Furthermore, there is an
interesting dynamic politically. In nine of
the 10 worst off LAs, the controlling party
is Labour and in seven of the 10 best off
LAs, the controlling party is Conservatives
(figure 3). So is this a deliberate attempt
by the Conservative government to starve
Labour councils? Not quite, as there is the
£1.5 billion to the rescue.
Nationally, if LA were allowed to share
their surplus/deficits as calculated above,
there would be a cumulative national
deficit of only £348 million over the next
five years, after which there are no more
announced NLW increases. While this
‘pooling’ of LA financing is not realistic,
it is very likely that the £1.5 billion (or
even £800 million of what is definitely
going to be ‘new money’) will be distributed
to poorer councils who will run a deficit
from the 2% precept. In fact, communities
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secretary Greg Clark said: “We know that
some councils wouldn’t raise enough
from a 2% precept, so we announced a
fund of £1.5 billion to support councils in
working with their local NHS to address
the pressures on care… I allocate that £1.5
billion to complement the new precept –
that is, more goes to councils that raise
least from the precept.” So the result is
that the 2% precept and the £1.5 billion
should ensure fair and even distribution
of additional funding to achieve parity
on a local level.
So by our calculation, the UK elderly care
sector should be in good shape over the
next four years. Right? Well it’s probably
not that simple, although it doesn’t appear
to be as much of a train wreck as people
have speculated.
Councils will not all take the 2%. Some
richer councils, for political reasons, may
choose not to do this, but at least they are
in a better position to increase social care
funding from their current budget.
Some LAs who have a surplus in the
next year or two may choose not to raise
fees above what they need to cover NLW

impacts, however, many of these LAs will
turn to deficit in the later years of this
parliament and if they have not saved their
surplus in earlier years and instead spent
it on other services, they will have trouble
providing sufficient fee rate increases in
later years. This is because the 2% precept
is a one-off benefit starting in 2016/17
while the NLW burden grows each year
until 2020-21. Figure 4 shows what this
scenario might look like and the result is
significantly more LAs in deficit in 2019-20
but the national deficit will be only £19
million more at the end of the parliament
than in our base scenario. This is still safely
within the £800 million of guaranteed ‘new
money’ to be put into the Better Care Fund.
Finally, LAs may choose to employ
market forces and keep fee pressure high
in areas of oversupply, regardless of if
they are in surplus or deficit, however,
over the life of this parliament, it is likely
that resulting exits will equilibrate supply/
demand (particularly in the North) and
bring fair fee rate increases to those still
left standing.
Putting aside the equilibration potential
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of the £1.5 billion for the moment, operators
with homes in the better-off LAs will likely
see better fee rate increases. Figure 5 shows
how major operators are likely to fair over
the next four years for their LA funded
residents. Care UK is in best shape with a
deficit of just over 1% for their LA-funded
residents by 2019-2020. Barchester and
Bupa are both at 2.2%, which is surprising
given Bupa’s greater mix of of LA-funded
residents. The worse-off operators are likely
to be Four Seasons Health Care and HC One,
with deficits closer to 4%.
However, with proper and fair
appropriation of the beefed up Better
Care Fund, the differential above should
be minimised. Perhaps chief executives
of operators and LAs should use these
calculations to lobby the government to
ensure they get their fair share of what
appears to be, for once, generous additional
funding for social care. n

METHODOLOGY
Here’s what we did. Candesic
built a model of how the 2%
precept would impact home care
funding at a LA level. We also
calculated the current staff costs
spend in care homes attributed
to LA funded residents on a LAby-LA basis. Comparing these
over time gave us a view of
how capable each LA will be in
maintaining fair fee rate rises to
offset the impact of the NLW. We
have made certain assumptions
in the model which are detailed in
figure 1.
We then cross referenced the
location of care homes of major
operators with this LA ‘funding
ability’ map to determine which
operators will be most exposed
to funding pressures vs. being in
funding surplus areas due to the
location of their homes. While
this is not a sure fire method to
determine who will see what pain
over the next four years, it does

FIGURE 5: IMPACT ON OPERATORS
Cumulative deficit in LA funding by 2019-20
% of annual operator income from LA funded residents
Care UK

Brighterkind

BUPA

-2.2%

-2.2%

FSHC
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-1.1%
-1.8%

-3.6%

-3.7%

Source: Candesic analysis

give us a good indication of what
might happen.
Candesic took the number of
over-65s being funded by each
LA and multiplied it by LA
average weekly fees (AWFs) to
arrive at the amount of revenues
being generated by LA funded
residents in each LA. We then
took 65% of this to estimate the
staff costs each LA supported and
inflated half of these costs with
the NLW adjusting for inflation
and 12% to cover additional
employer’s National Insurance.
This gave us, in monetary
terms, the burden that the
NLW will put on the care of LA
supported residents in each LA
(i.e. it excludes any impact from
privately funded residents, which
we believe is less of a problem as
operators are more readily able to
pass NLW related additional costs
onto privately funded residents).
We then took 0.5% of the annual
council tax raised by each LA

Dr Leonid Shapiro is managing partner of Candesic, a strategy
consultancy made up of doctors with business experience who
serves operators, LAs, the NHS, and investors.
lshapiro@candesic.com 020 0796 7681 www.candesic.com
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Barchester

(25% of the 2% precept) and
calculated the additional funding
each LA will have for elderly care
home placements each year.
Combining this additional funding
with the NLW burden on publicly
supported staff costs gives us a
picture of diverse impact across
the country. Figure 2 shows to
what extent both in 2016/17 and
in 2019/20, the two years we have
fixed NLW figures for, LAs are
able to meet the additional costs
of the NLW through ring-fenced
council tax increases.
We also mapped these results
onto the portfolios of major
operators to see to what extent
some providers might be
impacted differently than others.
We did this by determining on a
bed-by-bed basis what impact LA
funded residents would have on
the operator as a whole. We show
this in figure 5 as the cumulative
deficit in LA funding expected by
each operator in the final year of
Parliament.
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prices. However the risk is that if only some providers take
this stance, those that have not revised their prices upwards
will become the suppliers of choice, leaving some to
contemplate a market exit as provision becomes financially
unviable, and the rest of us to start whispering Southern
Cross again!
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